
 

 

  ASSIGNMENT II on 18.09.2017 [due 30.09] 
TRANSLATIONS 
In this exercise, you are asked to translate an object into a drawing, which would express its characteristics the way you comprehend it.  

 
OBJECTIVES:  

 Looking beyond the visible – seeing/discovering/expressing the qualities of things that 
are not visible.    Imagining and re-imagining via sketching & modeling.    Understanding the relationship between the represented and the representing world – 
 discover the potentials of different media for imagining and re -imagining.   

PHASE1: Ways of Seeing in 2D   
Study an entity/object of interest to discover its characteristics. Express what you see in it via drawings. Lay over tracing paper onto your drawing; and trace out what emerges, the shapes/lines/borders/patterns etc. that you see in it. Elaborate what you see in one of the 
drawings that you like to make it visible to others.   

 Some Keywords for Understanding:   
 Cut & See, Section, Layer, Level of Detail, Characteristic  
 Some Keywords for Production:    
 Point, Line, Surface, Color, Light/Shadow, Blank/Filled-Full, Collage (Photo-Collage)   

 PHASE 2: Pattern Generating in 2D   
Translation experimentations. Try to generate 2D patterns with the help of previous works & 
understandings (from phase1). 

 Some Keywords for Understanding:  
  Pattern, Characteristic, Translate, Experiment, Re-Imagination   
 Some Keywords for Production:   
 Zoom In & Out, Displacement, Rotation, Layers, Add/Subtract, Populate, Mutate  

  PHASE 3: Form Finding / 3D Generation   
Translate what you expressed in the selected drawing into an imaginary 3d composition in a 
way that the composition you create would augment what is expressed in 2d drawing and 
what is represented in the 2d drawing would constitute 2D view or section of that 
composition.   



 

 

 
Some Keywords for Understanding:  
Pattern, Characteristic, Translate, Experiment, Re-Imagination  
Some Keywords for Production:  
Cut, Bend, Stretch, Cover, Extend, Thermoform, Layering  

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:  
Submission requirements of this exercise are as follows: 

 Sections of the organic objects  
 Section Machine (Layer Model)   
 2D Generated Pattern produced with the references of previous works   
 3D Generated Model produced with the references of 2D Pattern  

Take photo of the expected productions and upload them to Google Drive and Facebook 
Album. Consider the naming criteria that are shown below the related part.  

1. Your organic and inorganic objects (At least 1 photo of each): 
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_OrganicModel_1 

2. Selected sections of the organic objects (At least 2 organic photo)  
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_OrganicSection_1  

3. Models produced from selected layers of organic objects/Section Device (1photo)  
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_ Section Device _1  

4. 2D generated patterns (At least 1 photo of each)  
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_2D-Pattern_1  

5. 3D generated model (At least 4 photo, perspective, top, right, left view of the model)  
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_3D-Model_1 
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_3D-Model-TopView_1. 
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_3D-Model-RightView_1. 
 AhmetVeliKavak_020160420_Translation_3D-Model-LeftView_1  

 Save your original drawings and models. It will exhibit later.  
MATERIALS:  

 At least 2 Organic Product (must)  
 A3 - A4 – A5 Trace Paper and Acetate Paper (must)  
 H, B, 2B etc. Drawing Pen (must) 
 Acetate Pen (must)  
 Cutting Tools   
  Opaque, Transparent, Translucent, Permeable Materials 
 Free to choose other media or material for all production at this exercise.   


